
Question 3



WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNT FROM YOUR AUDIENCE FEEDBACK?

This is question 3 of my evaluation, where I will be

answering the question ‘What have you learnt from your

audience feedback?’. In this question I shall be referring

to 5 occasions where I used audience feedback, and I will be

discussing where I used them, what I used them for, who gave

me feedback, and how it helped to make my work better.

The first task that I shall be referring to where I used

audience feedback was for my proposal for my ideas

generation during the planning of my products. The reason as

to why is was important that I received some feedback for my

proposal is because, my proposal is essentially an initial

plan for what my short film idea was going to be and how I

planned to make it successful. So, by doing my proposal, I

had structured and prepared myself in reference to the genre

that my short film shall be; the target audience my short

film was going to be aimed at; how I wished to promote my

product; what institution I was going to use; and how I was

going to present it. So therefore, when I carried out

further tasks in my project, I was able to refer back to

that slideshow, and understand what I need to do.

In general, I needed some feedback for my proposal to ensure

that my idea was full-proof. The people that I had chosen to

give me feedback on my proposal were Clara Barroso & Ahmed

Khan. I had chosen these people specifically for the

following reasons. First of all, I chose Clara to advise me,

because she is the only other pupil in my media class that

is carrying out a short film project, so it was going to be

handy to get her views across as to what she would do

different to what I was doing already. As for Ahmed Khan, I

chose him because he has taken a photography course, and has

further experience in media, that should cover other areas

that I wanted to clarify.

I am now going to read out what they both said for in their

feedbacks. So, for Clara’s feedback, she said: “By reading

his proposal, I could already visualise what his final

product would look like by the use of information he has

added for the audience to read and to know about what he

wants to make for his initial idea, going towards his final

product. By the use of information, it has a lot of detail

and explain everything perfectly. However, I do think that

you could explain a bit more on the target audience slide.

Give me a bit more information. Why this target audience?

Why especially the age of 13, new subject to them? Why

mentioning from the age of 13-18, is there independent

research behind this specific age group? Is the female and

male mainstreams, aspires, etc? Would your short film be

suitable to be seen in school lessons, would it be shown in

school, is this something secondary school students have to

be aware of? Overall, its brilliant.”

From Clara’s feedback, I understood that she was beginning
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to question whether I actually understood my target

audience, because I was being slightly vague in explaining

why I had chosen my target audience and whether it was a

suitable choice. Now that I understood this, I was able to

conduct further research as to whether my media product was

going to be suitable for that target audience, which was

very important, because if I aimed my short film towards the

wrong audience and I hadn’t clarified my decision, then I

was potentially risking limiting my target audience to the

wrong audience of people.

So, now I am going to read-out Ahmed’s feedback: “I think

Dion’s proposal overall covers all aspects of this project.

I think this proposal illustrates the short film perfectly,

he clearly shows what his intention for his short film are,

an audience for the short film and how he intends to promote

it. there are insightful key elements that Dion addresses in

his proposal for example he states that that audience may

feel as though it is catered more to male gendered audience

as well as why he thinks that the age limit 13 plus.

Although his ideas are well out there is something that

stood out to me when reading his proposal, in the genre

section he states that his theme is action and adventure

themed. I would have to disagree i do not feel as if this

meets the typical criteria to be called an action/adventure

film. In my opinion i feel as though documentary might be a

more appropriate genre for this short film as there is

documented footage involved and the fact that this story is

based in chronological order of Dion’s life.”

From Ahmed’s feedback, he made me understand that I had

chosen the wrong genre for the type of short film that I

intended to create, which was vital, because otherwise my

products and the idea behind it would’ve had a massive

floor. I completely agreed with him, when he questioned the

genre of action / adventure, because that genre isn’t

appropriate or even at all suitable, when producing a short

film on a deeply moving story about depression. It just

doesn’t fit at all. So, I had Ahmed to thank for making a

huge difference to the overall outcome of my final products.

The second task that I shall be referring to where I used

audience feedback was for my footages for my shooting during

the production of my products. The reason as to why it was

important that I received some feedback on my footage was

because if my footage’s weren’t good enough, then I would

have time to do something about it before I started the

editing process, because there is no point editing footage

that isn’t good enough, as my final product wouldn’t have

been able to meet the standard that I hoped for it to be.

The people that I had chosen to give me feedback towards the

footage’s that I had taken for my short film are Alessia

Teresko, because she is a media student in my class, of

which I have viewed her work that she has done on her blog,
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and I believe that it is up to a good standard, so I

believed that she will be of great help when advising me as

to what I could improve on. The other person that I chose is

Ahmed Khan yet again, because he is an actor and a cameraman

in this project, and so it would be helpful to receive some

feedback from him. As well as that, there is the obvious

reason that he is doing a photography course, therefore he

is the perfect person to advise me on camera angles,

lighting, etc.

I am now going to read what Alessia Teresko had written for

her feedback: “All of your footage has been shot in a very

professional way as you’ve used a variety of high and low

angles and different point of views. Also, the nice thing

was to see how personal you’ve made the footage reflecting

the topic of your short film. The use of screen recording of

the computer gave an unfinished look as the quality wasn’t

as good, however this was a good thing as it reflected the

life of an ordinary person browsing the internet.

Furthermore, the best shot I believe was the one on the

motor way. The fact that you couldn’t see the persons face

standing in the middle of the road and the use of the slow

zoom out of the shot made the shot very intense and

difficult to watch, showing that you’ve truly portrayed real

emotions through your filming techniques. However, some of

the footage was slightly repetitive and there wasn’t a

variety of different lightning. Also, you could have used

more extreme close ups of the face and body parts to portray

the emotions in a more profound way.”

From Alessia’s feedback, I understood that she showed a lot

of praise and gave a lot of positive comments towards the

footage that I had taken, although she did suggest that some

of the footage was slightly repetitive and that there wasn’t

much of a variety of different lighting. From this feedback,

it made me learn that I would need to be very careful in

selecting the scenes that I include in my short film,

because otherwise it may come across as too repetitive and

boring.

I am now going to read what Ahmed Khan had written for his

feedback: “I think there were several aspects of Dion’s

filming that went well. Firstly, his directing was very

natural he did not script every single scene which helped

him create really authentic realistic and emotive scenes.

Also choosing his angles he was very specific, he knew what

he wanted to do, and he did it. On the other hand, he was

also open to new ideas regarding his artistic vision and he

did not give up until he thought it was perfect no matter

how many retakes or revisiting of the same location. He

became a perfectionist whilst carrying out this project. My

critique would be to come up with the final idea before

jumping into shooting as there was a lot of trial and error,

although there is nothing particularly bad about this it can

become frustrating shooting a lot of scenes that wouldn’t

make the cut in the end.”
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From Ahmed’s feedback, I have gathered that his feedback

wasn’t very much helpful in helping me improve, because the

majority of what he said was that I filmed too many scenes.

However, that can be a benefit to me, because I will have a

wider selection of ideas that I will be able to choose from

to make my short film better.

I shall now be commenting on my short film drafts, my film

poster drafts, and my article drafts. When discussing those

3 tasks, I asked Ahmed Khan only to give me feedback on

those products, because like I have already stated he is an

actor / cameraman in my project, he has experience in media,

and he is a trusted friend of mine so I trust his words and

his views.

The third task that I shall be discussing as to where I used

audience feedback was for my short film drafts for my

drafting during the production of my products. The reason as

to why it was important that I received some feedback for my

short film drafts was because my short film is the most

important product in my project, so any feedback as to how

it could be improved was going to make a massive difference

to the way my project was going to turn out.

In relation to the feedback that I did for my short film

drafts, I had managed to post 5 drafts of my short film, one

of which is my final short film product, so therefore I will

only be able to analyse one of my drafts, so I have chosen

to comment on my third short film draft.

I am now going to read out what feedback Ahmed gave me for

my third short film draft: “He has shaved the amount of

footage’s shown in his short film, by choosing what is

necessary and what isn’t going to make this product very

effective and relevant, I believe that the specific scenes

that he has chosen make this video adequate in my opinion.

As well as that, in relation to the actor’s performances, I

think it is really good. However, although the film looks as

though it is coming together, it can be improved still by

possibly adding fade in and out sound effects, as well as,

perhaps narration and even some real Skype conversations

recorded online, in order to make the short film that much

more personal. Finally, I noticed that during the hospital

scene there was a tiny glitch were there the sound just

cuts, so I would recommend fixing this, as it makes the

short film look unprofessional.”

From Ahmed’s feedback, I understood that there was an error

or a glitch in my short film draft that I hadn’t noticed

yet, so if he hadn’t have notified me about this problem, it

would’ve made my final short film look unprofessional to

viewers. As well as that, he suggested that I included sound

effects and narration, which I think massively improved the

outcome of my project, because especially with the

narration, it gave it that personal touch, so that the

audience is able to emphasise with the protagonist by
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understanding what he is thinking and feeling via the

narration.

The fourth task that I shall be discussing as to where I

used audience feedback was for my film poster drafts for my

drafting during the production of my products. The reason as

to why it was important that I received some feedback for my

film poster drafts was because my film poster is vital when

advertising and promoting my short film, so without it will

make it more difficult for me to gain my short film more

recognition.

In relation to the feedback that I did for my film poster

drafts, I had managed to post 5 drafts of my short film, one

of which is my final film poster product, so therefore I

will only be able to analyse one of my drafts, so I have

chosen to comment on my fourth film poster draft.

I will now read out the feedback that Ahmed wrote for my

fourth film poster draft: “I think that the marketing

techniques used in this film poster are already at a film

industry standard. I believe that everything looks very

appealing, also in my previous “EBI” I suggested that you

changed the size of the text, in order to bring more

attention to the title and he has done exactly that, which

makes it look great. However, at this point I can’t really

give that many more criticisms’. Although, I think that

perhaps changing the actual font would make the text more

unique and less general, as most film posters usually have a

general type of font.”

From Ahmed’s feedback, although he didn’t give me much to

improve on, he did highlight a very important point, which

was that if I’m going to make a film poster, then I can’t

just use repetitive and basic fonts that won’t stand out,

and I needed to choose fonts that were going to appeal to

the audience, otherwise this film poster wasn’t going to

fulfil its purpose, which was to promote my short film.

The fifth task that I shall be discussing as to where I used

audience feedback was for my article drafts for my drafting

during the production of my products. The reason as to why

it was important that I received some feedback for my

article drafts was because my article is an important part

of promotion for my short film, as viewers usually respect

the opinions of others who have already watched the film.

So, once they hear that the film is a good one and what it

has to offer, then it will start attracting in the intended

audience.

In terms of the feedback that I did for my article drafts, I

had managed to post 5 drafts of my short film, one of which

is my final article product, so therefore I will only be

able to analyse one of my drafts, so I have chosen to

comment on my article film poster draft.

I will now read out what Ahmed said in his feedback for my

fourth article draft: “I believe that by changing the font
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style would definitely make the article seem more

magazine-like and professional, and also seemed as though

the article is more catered to the teenage audience. This

also allowed us to clearly understand what the writer’s

thoughts and feelings were without actually having to really

think that it’s all there in bold. However, I personally

think that perhaps having the image on the left-hand page

seems rather strange, because usually on articles you would

have it on the right-hand page. Furthermore, I feel as

though the article does need to be refined a bit more, so I

would suggest that you should add an element of

professionalism, because at the moment it doesn’t feel quite

professional enough for a finished article.”

From my feedback, I learnt that my article needed more

refining to make it more professional. Unfortunately, as

this comment was a bit vague I used my own intuition to come

up with my own ideas for how it could look better, so I

included a bold quote in the middle of my writing (which

lots of articles usually have to make it stand out), the

logo of my short film in the bottom corner of my writing (so

that people are reassured that this article is about my

short film). So, those are a few ideas that I included,

which improved my draft.

Overall, having feedback has been a crucial part of my

project, because without the opinions of others who are

experienced in this field, then I wouldn’t have known all

these ways that I could’ve bettered my final products to be

what they are now.


